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Permutation polynomials in several variables 
By H A R A L D NIEDERREITER in Carbondale (Illinois, U.S.A.) 
1. Introduction. In [11] W. NOBAUER introduced the notion of a permutation 
polynomial in several variables over a commutative ring with identity, where the 
polynomial is considered modulo an ideal. We apply this definition to polynomials 
in several variables with integral coefficients. 
Let Z denote the ring of integers and let p be a fixed prime. For a given « £ 1 , 
we consider lattice points ( t f j , . . . , a„), a^Z, 1 ^i^n. Two lattice points (ais ..., an), 
(bt, ..., b„) are said to be congruent modulo p if = ^ (mod/?)for all / = 1 , . . . , n. 
By means of this definition, the set of «-dimensional lattice points is divided into 
exactly p" equivalence classes. In the sequel, Mnp will stand for a complete system 
of representatives from those equivalence classes. We give the following 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. A p o l y n o m i a l / £ Z [ x ! , . . . , is called a permutation poly-
nomial m o d p if the congruence / (x , , . . . , xn) = a (mod/?)has exactly p"~l solutions 
in Mnp for each a = 0 , 1 , . . . , p — 1. 
R e m a r k . The above definition is obviously independent of the choice of 
M"p. The definition coincides with Nobauer 's definition for permutation polynomials 
over Z modulo the ideal (p) (see [11], p. 342). 
For « = 1 , the theory of permutation polynomials is well developed ([1]; [3]; [4]; 
[5]; [7], ch. 18; [8], ch. 5; [10]; [12]; [13]; [14]). We therefore suppose f rom now 
on. Some results for the case n—2 have been obtained by KURBATOV and STARKOV 
[9]. In this paper, two necessary and sufficient conditions for permutation polyno-
mials mod p are given and all permutation polynomials mod p of degree 1 and degree 
2 are characterized. Generalizations to Galois fields shall be discussed elsewhere! 
2. Two criteria. First we show the following 
T h e o r e m 1. / 6 Z [ x , , . . . , x„] is a permutation polynomial m o d p if and only 
if each congruence f(x!,..., x „ ) = a (mod p), a=0, 1, .... p — 1, has at least one 
solution and 
2 [ / ( « i , r - , a „ ) r " ; 2 . E O i m o d / " 1 ) for t = \ , . . . , p - \ . 
{au...,an)iM"p 
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P r o o f . Put /ra = number of solutions f r o m M"p of / ( x , , . . . , xn) = a ( m o d p), 
a=0, 1, . . . , /7 — 1. Since c = i / ( m o d p ) implies cp"~2=dp"~*(modpn~l), we get 
2 [ / ( « ! , •,«„)]"""2 =P2W"-2 ( m o d P " - 1 ) for / = 1, . . . , / 7 - 1 . 
(a, a„)£Mnp 0 = 0 
Suppose now that / is a permutat ion polynomial mod/? ; then ka=p"~l fo r all 
a=0, 1, ...,-p — l and we are done. 
. Conversely, suppose that the condition of the theorem is satisfied. Then 
"2 kaa"n'2 {modp"~l) for all t = l , . . . , p - l . 
a=0 
Since the above congruence also holds for i = 0 (with 0° = 1), we get a system of 
homogeneous linear equat ions in k0,...,kp_l over the residue class ring m o d u l o 
p"~l with determinant D being a Vandermonde determinant. Thus 
D= II (jp"~2~ipn~2). 
OSicjSp- l 
Since ip"~2 = y p " " 2 ( m o d p ) would imply / = y ' ( m o d p ) , we have £ > p i 0 ( m o d p ) , i.e. D 
is not a zero divisor in the residue class ring modu lo /?" - 1 . Therefore fco=0(mod p"~l) 
for a=0, 1, ...,p — 1. By hypothesis, ka^ 1 for all a—0,1, . . . , /? —1 and so ka^pn~l 
P - 1 
f o r all a = 0 ,1 , ...,p-l. F r o m 2 ka=Pn it follows that ka=pn~l f o r all 0 = 0 
a = 0, 1, . . . , /? —1. 
T h e o r e m ' 2 . / g Z [ x , , . . . , x„] is a permutation polynomial mod p if and only if 
2 e2"?"'1 °n) = 0 for all m= 1, ...,/?- 1. 
P r o o f . Again putting A:a = number of solutions f r o m M"p of / ( x 1 ; . . . , 
= a ( m o d p ) , a-0, 1, ...,p — 1,. we have 
„ 2ir<—/(«, a I p , 2ni ^ a c 1 1 2 e " = 2 kae p for m — 1, ...,/?— 1. 
(«, "„) EM", fl = 0 . ' 
So if ka=p"~l for all a = 0 , 1, .. . ,/> —1, then the necessity of the condit ion follows 
easily. 
p - 1 1 m „ 2m—a 
Conversely, suppose that kae = 0 for all m — 1, . . . , /? —1. This gives 
rise to the following system of linear equat ions for k0, k t , ..., 
k0+kl + -+kp_l =pn, 
P - 1 2n 1 - 0 2 ktte p = 0 (m= 1,...,p-1). 
o = 0 
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The determinant A of this system is a Vandermonde determinant, hence 
I • S I • r IT / 2 n ' 2n<—\ „ A = [J (e P-e " ) ji 0. 
O g r < s S p - l 
So there is a unique solution to the system, and this solution is k0=kl = --- = 
_ „ n - l 
—KP- t — P 
R e m a r k . Theorem 2 clearly holds for n = 1 as well. Actually, Theorem 2 is 
contained in a general result of CARLITZ [2, Theorem 4. 6.] but we have included 
the foregoing proof because of its simplicity. 
3. Some auxiliary results. 
L e m m a 1 (NOBAUHR [11]). I f f £ Z [ x x , . . . , x„] can be written in the form 
f ( x i , ..., x„) = g(xx, ...,xk)+h(xk+1, ...,xn), 1 Sk<n, where h£Z[xk+1, ...,xn] in 
a permutation polynomial m o d p and g£Z[x{, ..., xfc], then f is a permutation poly-
nomial mod p. 
L e m m a 2. Let / 6 Z [ x j , ..., xn] be a permutation polynomial mod p. If x, = 
= anyt +ai2y2 + ••• +ainy„+bi (a^£Z, b^Z, l^iSn, l ^ j S n ) is a linear sub-
stitution with det (ctij) ^ 0 (mod p), then the resulting polynomial g(yx. ...,yn) is again 
a permutation polynomial mod p. 
P r o o f . This simply follows f rom the fact that a linear substitution of the above 
form transforms a given M"p into another Mnp. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. Let Zp denote the residue class ring Z/(p). F o r / £ Z [ x 1 ; . . . , x„], 
l e t / b e the image of / under the canonical homomorphism f rom Z [ x 1 ; . . . , x„] into 
Zp[x1,...,x„]. Two polynomials f g£Z[xt,..., x„] are said to be equivalent mod/» 
if there exists a linear substitution T of the form mentioned in Lemma 2 such that 
Equivalence m o d p is easily seen to be an equivalence relation in Z [ x 1 ; . . . , x„]. 
L e m m a 3. Let f be equivalent mod/» to g; f g £ Z [ x 1 ; . . . ,x„]. Then f is a 
permutation polynomial mod p if and only if g is one. 
P r o o f . This follows f rom Lemma 2 and Definition 2. 
4. Linear polynomials. 
T h e o r e m 3. / ( x 1 ; ...,x„) = b1x1-\ 1-¿»nx„+Z»£Z[x1; . . . ,x„] is a permuta-
tion polynomial mod/» if and only if g.c.d. (b1, ...,bn,p) = 1. 
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P r o o f . If g.c.d. (¿»j, . . . , Z?„,/?)=/?, then f{ax, . . . , a „ ) = 6 ( m o d p) for all lattice 
points and so / i s not a permutation polynomial mod/?. If g.c.d. (6 , , . . . , b„, p)= 1, 
then W L O G g.c.d. (b„,p) = 1. But then bnxn is a permutation polynomial m o d p 
and so we can infer f rom Lemma 1 t h a t / i t s e l f is one. 
5. Quadratic polynomials, case p?± 2. 
. . T h e o r e m 4. Let / £ Z [ x , , . . . , x„] be. a polynomial of degree 2. Then f is a 
permutation polynomial mod p if and only if f is equivalent mod p to a polynomial 
of the form g{xx, ...,x„) = h . . . , xn_1) + bnxn with / ¡ € Z [ x 1 ; . . . , * „ _ , ] , g.c.d. 
(bn,p)= 1. 
P r o o f . The sufficiency of the condition follows f r o m Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 
and the. fact that bnx„ is a permutation polynomial mod p. 
Conversely, suppose that / is a permutation polynomial mod p. Since Zp is a 
field of characteristic p ^ 2 , / is equivalent mod/? to a polynomial of the f o r m 
/•(*!, ..., x„) = ulx\ + ---+ukxl+dk+lxk±l + ---+dnxn + d, O^ksn, g.c.d. («,-,/?) = 1 
for 1 S / S / r . If k^n and g.c.d. {dj,p) = \ for at least one j, k+l^j^n, then we are 
done. Otherwise, / is equivalent mod/? to s{xl, ..., xn) = uix\-\—+ukxk+d, 
0 < k ^ n . By Lemma 3, s is a permutation polynomial mod p. On the other hand , we 
have for m = 1, ...,/?. — 1: 
~ . m , \ •V „ 2 m —s( 0 l . — .«n) 
Zj- e p 
(,»„..„aJgMj 
m ^ . m 2 
. = p"~k e al... ak with a} = 2 e T"J"J, l s / s i -C. 
aj 0 . • 
, " a* P - 1 2ni — 
If muj is a quadratic residue modulo p, then o} = 2 " a n d thus \<Jj\ = yp ([(>], 
o = 0 
. . . P - l 2m:— p - 1 2ni — 
ch. 2). I f /m/ -is a quadratic nonresidue modulo/?, then <7 2 ! e p = 2 2 e p = 0 
_ o = 0 4=0 
and thus 1(7,1 = ]//?. In any case we have Oj^O for all j= 1 , , . . , k and this contradic-
tion to Theorem 2 completes, the proof. . • , . . . . 
F rom a close inspection of the preceding proof we are led to a simple and 
systematic method for detecting quadratic permutat ion polynomials which is based 
on coefficient matrices. To fix this idea, we give the following definitions: 
D e f i n i t i o n 3. Let A be a matrix whose elements are rational numbers of 
the form alb with p\b. Then rank p A is the rank of A, considered as a matr ix 
over Zp. 
,."> j ( P— 1 , . ( P - l - . m 
= pn-ke2n,Td\ Z e ~p"?ai I ••.• I Z « T " H = 
lfli=o J U=° J 
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D e f i n i t i o n 4. Let / ( x l 5 . . . , x„) = 2 aijxixj + 2crxr+c be a quadratic 
polynomial f rom Z[x,, ...,x„]. Then 
lSiSj 'Sn 
A i f ) 
1 1 
a \ l y û 12 ••• y a l n 
«22 " J ö2« 
y 2 0 2 n ' " 
A ( J ) 
\ cn. 
Let us note that the k in the proof of the preceding theorem is nothing else 
than rankp A ( f ) . Furthermore, / will be equivalent mod p to a polynomial of the 
form given in Theorem 4 if and only if the last column of the augmented matrix 
A'{f), considered as a vector over Zp, is linearly independent of the preceding 
column vectors. Therefore: 
T h e o r e m 5. A quadratic polynomial/£ Z [ x , , . . . , x„] is a permutation polynomial 
modp if and only if r&nkpA'(f)>rankpA(f). 
6. Quadratic polynomials, case p = 2. Since a2 = a (mod 2) for integers a, we 
can replace terms x? by xi whenever they occur. Having this convention in mind, 
we can prove the following 
T h e o r e m 6. A polynomial f^Z\xx, ..., x„] of degree 2 is a permutation polyno-
mial mod 2 if and only i f f is equivalent mod 2 to a polynomial of the form g(xx, ..., xn) = 
/ j (x i , ..., x„_ ] ) + *„, h£Z[xx, . . . , x n_,] . 
P r o o f . The sufficiency of the condition follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 3. 
Conversely, suppose that / is a permutation polynomial mod 2 whose degree modulo 
2 is two (otherwise Theorem 3 yields the desired result). By possibly renaming the 
variables, we get modulo 2: 
/ ( x , , . . . ,x„) = x 1 ( x , i + x i 2 + ---+x i d + fe)+/1(x2, . . . ,x„) 
with 2 S / j i 2 < = T h u s / is equivalent mod 2 to xix2+r{x2, •••, x„). 
Consider r(x2, . . . ,x„) modulo 2. Let M be the least integer such that a term of 
the form xMXj, M<j, occurs in r, or M = « + 1 if r is linear. If r contains a linear 
term X; with 3 S i < M , then we are done. Otherwise , / i s equivalent mod 2 to xlx2 + 
+ c x 2 + s ( x M , . . . ,x„) . If M=2, then we apply the above reduction process to s 
and we get / equivalent mod 2 to x1x2+x2x3+t(x3, ..., x„) which, in turn, is 
equivalent mod 2 t o X y X 2 - \ - t { x 3 , . . . , x„). Since this is also true for 2, we obtain 
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by repeated appl ica t ion of the reduc t ion p rocess : / is e i ther equiva len t m o d 2 t o 
the desired f o r m or , a f t e r poss ib ly r e n a m i n g the var iables , to a po lynomia l of t h e 
f o r m q(x1} ...,xn) = xlx2+x3xt + ---+x2k.1x2k. 
W e comple te the p r o o f by showing that q c a n n o t be a p e r m u t a t i o n p o l y n o m i a l 
m o d 2. In fac t , us ing T h e o r e m 2 wi th m = 1, we h a v e : 
2 e*«"' "n> = 2 » - « ( 2 i 2 2 ( - 1 ) " » - ' « « ] 5* 0 . 
(a, <>JtMn2 (,«1=0»2=0 J 1 ^ - 1 = 0 a2«=° j 
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